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SYNOPSIS
This report traces the theoretical

.developrnent of the phenomenon

of water-haneer from the days of the natural scientists

of the

seventeenth century to the middle of the twentieth century.

INTROOOCTION
Water-hanJneTis the phenomenonof the transmission
and velocity

of pressure ~

surges along a pipe or conduit when a change in either

the .velócity or the pressure is imposed at same section ~ the pipe
or at i ts ends .

'Ibis change may be imposed by some mechanidll device

such às a valve or by a variation in the performanceof some
hydraulic machineryattached to {thepipe, such as"a pumpor hydraulic
turbine.
The inception of study, and its pursuit, in any field of,
scientific

thought is deperidenton sevèral factors •. An essential one

is the recognition of the physical facts which are involved, i ~e. of.
their exis tence. Anotherfactor is the need for a sohrt ion of the
prOblemswhich arise fr~ these physical facts.

A third factor is

curios i ty aroused regarding their ,c~1JSe,their s~gnificance, and
their impact on.ether ftelds.
in the devefopmentof

aw

problemand its solution.

A fourth factor, which is necessary

study, is the ability to cope with the
'Ibis last involves ability to recognize

the signific aice and inter-dependence of the physical phenomenaand
on the mental tools availllbie for their study, (such as mathematical,
physical, and logicai).
The study of water-hammer,due to its relatively

late arriv&

on the scene, gives us a gQ9dopportunity to note howthese factors
have played their part in' the tecognition and de:velopmentof the
subject.
In the larger field of hydraulics, early ,developmentwas based
on problemsof transportation of water, and on the measurementof
flow for irrigation and for danestic use in the centres of population.
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This invo1ved devices for pumping, for delivery al.ongcana1s and
conduits, and for the measurement of quantities used by individuals.
The theory and designs had to do with hydrostatic pressures, friction
losses, and discharge coefficients, most of which could be handled by
experimental studies. There was no need to consider cases of unsteady
flow,.either in open channe1s or in c10sed pipes and conduits.

The

action of waves on shore 1ines, in bays and ports, and a10ng canals,
was the only prob1em simi1ar to water-hammer known in early times, and
the mathematical and physical knowledge in those days was unable to
cope with this prob1em except by construction of breakwaters for
protection of harbours and shipping. This branch of hydrau1ics, now
designated as coastal engineering, which deals with tida1 and surface
waves, has become a very important field, particularly in this 20th
century.

CHAPTER I

EARLY STUDIES UP TO 1700 A.D.

The earliest study of the subject of water-hammer was made by
Euler (5) in 1775 when he atternpteda solution of the phenomenon of
flow of blood through the arteries. The solution eluded him,
although it was almost within his grasp, as the mathematica1 and
physical tools were at his commando

It is instructive and appropriate

that we show how·these mathematica1 and physical tools were
developctl.
Ana Iagous fields which occupied the attention of mathematicians
and physicists (natura1 scientists) in ear1y times, and whose study
became the foundation on which the theory of water-hammer is based,
were
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(1)

the propagation of waves on shallow water;

(2)

the propagation of sound waves in air;

(3)

the flow of blood in the arteries.
None of these problernsheld much hope of detailed solution

until the development of the calculus and the solution of partial
differential equations. This is because they involve rates of change
of pressurc and velocity in elastic media.

1t was necessary for the

mathematicians to develop a tooI for studying rates of change and .
for the physicists to develop a theory of elasticity which would
co-ordinate these rates of change.
Almost all of the earlier students were equally facile in
mathematics and science, and it is difficult to separate the work
done into these two distinct disciplines.

Developments will be shown

ln chronological order and this chapter will cover !he work done up
to the time of Newton and Leibniz.
Descartes, Réné (1596-1650).
Ilcopened the new field of Analytic Geometry by inventing
cürtesian co-ordinates. This made it possible to put Geometry on an
analytical (algebraic) basis, and led to the development of
Trigonometry and Analytica1 Geometry. All of our later development
is indebted to Descartes for this powerful taal which is the
foundation of mathematical ana1ysis.
Cavalieri,

B.

(1598-1647)

Bis idea of "indivisibles" (deve1oped about 1635) which was
probab ly suggested to him by much earlier work by the Athenian
Xcnocratcs, was that there are indivisih1e (Geometric) quanti ties
ca L Led po ints antithc sum of an infinite numher of points const i tute

-4 a line.

Then the sumof an infinite

and the sumof an infinite

mnnberof lines gives a surface

numberof surfaces gives a voltnne. His

studies 1acked c1arity and were not satisfactory

to a scientific

rnind. . However,he tmdoubtedly stimulated Leibniz and other
contemporaries in the deve10pmentof the integral

calculus.

Barrow, Isaac (1630-1677).
In 1663he used what is nowcalled the differential

triang1e

(Fig. 1) and thus introduced the idea of 1irnits
in a geometrie sense.

As Ax

and with i t .6 y
I

are continuous1y reduced, the chord AB
approaches the tangent AT.
approaches as a 1irnit
AT, and this is
respect to

The ratio---.1y/ l:lx

the slope of the tangent

AX

the rate of change.of y .with

x at the point

A on the curve.

A

FIG./.

He communi.cated this study to Newton. It is a1so
known that Leibniz corresponded with him and knew
of this work.
Newton, Isaac (1642-1727).
There are two of Newton's studies which are particu1ar1y
significant

for us.

Oneof these is his theory of fluxions , the

basis of the calculus.
In his earlier work he considered infinite1y

sma11quantities,

simi1ar to Cava1ieri, but he discarded this as he recognized it was
not mathernatica11ysound.
"fluxions" .

In 1664-1666he deve10pedhis theory of

This was based at first

of a point (i.e.

the velocity),

J

on the time rate of movement

"flowing" al.ong a curve.

study had a geometrie and physi~a1 basis.

Thus his

He studied the fluxions

x
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of various functions, and the ratio of these fluxions . Thus the
ratio of the fluxion of y with respect to the fluxion of x was
the fluxion of y with respect to x. In our notation this is
written

ft
dt

dx
dt

dy
dx

In Newton's "dot" notation, where y signifies differentiation with
respect to time, the fluxion of y
ratio is written

(with respect to time), this

y -;-X

Newton later studied the inverse operation on functions, their
integration or quadrature. Reference 1 dea1ing with these studies
is in Vol. I, pp. 145-244, 400-446.
The second of Newton's studies significant for us is his
study of the propagation of sound in air.

This is given in his

Principia (2) published in 1687. All of Newton's work in this
momunental effort is based on synthetic geome try. In Book I he
deals with the general motion of bodies subjected to various types of
forces and in particu1ar to the motion of the planets.

In Book 11

he considers the motion of bodies in resisting media (i.e. the effect
of friction). Here are also the studies of the oscillating pendulum,
the propagation of waves in canals and the propagation of sound
waves in the air. In Book III he gives his "System of the World"
which is based on Book I and includes a more systematic and complete
statement of the motion of heavenly bodies.
It is instructive to study Newton's development of the theory
of propagation of water waves in canals and of sound waves in air.
First (Book I Prop 52) he studied the oscil1ation of a pendulum,
(Fig. 2). The pendu1um cord OP is restricted by the two half-

- 6 cyclords

OP

and

OR, each of length

L, and the pendulum bob oscillates
along the cyloid PQSR.

The force

of attraction is toward the centre
C

o

of the circle PBR. He found that

the force caQ~ing acceleration along
the path PQSR is proportional to the
distance along the path from S.
This gives us simple harmonic motion

5

along the path and the pendulum
motion can be related to the motion

ol a particle

in a circular path

c

with constant angular velocity

FIG.

Cie. the motion of the projection

2.

of this particle on a diameter of
the circle).
He extended his study to the case where the circle PBR has an
infinite radius,

50

that the centripetal forces become parallel, and

deducedthe formula for the period of oscillation of a sirnple
pendulum at the earth's surface

T

= Z1(jL/g

.

To find the period of waves in a canal (Book 11 Prop. 44,45,46)
he first showed that the period of oscillation of a liquid in a Utube of total length L was equal to that of a pendulum of length
L/2. Then he used the analogy (erroneously, as Lagrange later pointed
out) that the distanee from crest to trough on a water wave
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corresponded to the length of liquid in a U-tube, the accelerating
force in each case acting on these two corresponding lengths of
liquide Hence the period of a wave in a canal is

1C

ILig

,

where L is the wave length. This gives , erroneousIy , a wave
velocity

For the case of sound waves in air,

Newton (Book 11 Prop. 47 to 50) compared them to the oscillation of
a simple pendulum. He assumed the density to be inversely
proportional to the pressure. If h is the height of an air
column of uniform density equal to that at the earth's surface which
would give a pressure at its base equal to the barometric pressure
(e.g. 30 inches of mercury), he deduced that the time taken for a
pressure wave to travel a distance equal to the circumference of a
circle of radius h

(i .e, to travel a distance

to the period of a pendulum of length h.

2 -re h) was equal

Hence the wave veloci ty

iS~.

Using a barometric pressure of 30" Hg. he finds h
and the velocity of sound in air is 979 ft/sec.

=

29725 feet

This is the same

result obtained later by Lagrange. It is interesting to note how
Newton and Lagrange tried to reconcile this theoretical value with
the experimental values of approximately 1142 ft/sec. Lagrange said
the diffcrence was due to experimental error.

Newton, however, had

confidence in the experimental value. He gave two reasons for
the error in the theoretical value.
(1) The "crassitude" of the solid partieles of air.
These, being approximately of the same density as water
or salt must be distant from each other approximately
10 diameters, since water is 870 times heavier than

-
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air. The sound (pressure surge) trave1s instantaneously
through the solid particles and all of the time is
consumed in the movement from particle to particIe.
This will give a corrected velocity of
979 x 10/9 = 1088 ft/sec.
(2) The presence of "vapours". These latter are of
another "spring" or type than the air partieles and
have a different tone and wi11 hard1y partake of
the motion of the true air in which the sound is
propagated. Thus if the vapours remain unnoved ,
the propagation wi11 be faster through the true
air. Taking the ratf of air to vapours as 10 to 1,
the velocity, which depends on the square root of
the density, wi11 be increased to

1088/jnllO

= 1142 ft/sec.
Leibniz, Wilhelm (1646-1716)
He estab1ished his versioh of the calculus independent1y of
Newton, a1though we know that he had access to Newton's method in
1673 when he visited London. By 1675 he had estab1ished his
notation

d for the differentia1 and ~

for the surnmation or

integral. This latter syrrbo1is re1ated to the "summa" of the
"indivisib1es" of Cavalieri. In 1684 and 1686 he pub1ished his
rnethod. His symbo1s were later adopted by everyone, inc1uding the
Eng1ish mathernaticians. Thus he wrote

jydj = Yz y2
Leibniz appears to have deve10ped the integra1 calculus first,
I

and thought of the differentia1 as the inverse of the integral.
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This is the reverse of Newton's thinking, who concerned himse1f
first with differentials and later with the inverse operation of
integration or quadrature.

GIAPTER II DEVELOPMENf IN WE 18th CENIURY
Bernoul1i, Jean I (1667-1748)
He was one of the greatest mathematicians of hls time and a
pioneer in putting the integral calculus on a sound foundation.
Taylor, Brooks (1685-1731)
Worked on infinite series and derived Tay1or's Series in 1712,
one of our fundamental theorerns.
Mac1aurin, eo1in (1698-1746)
Pub1ished hls series in 1742. This is a particu1ar case of
Tay1or's Series.

It was proved mich earlier in 1730 by

James Stirling.
Eu1er, Leonhard (1707-1783)
He was the pioneer in deve10ping a detai1ed theory of the
propagation of sound waves in air and of elastic waves travelling
a10ng a p1ucked cord.
In his artic1e on the propagation of sound (3), he states first
that he would not have been led to his solution if he had not read
Lagrange's ana1ysis of the prob1em (4).
Euler found Lagrange 's treatment prodigious1y difficu1 t to
follow. However, Euler's analysis is quite different from Lagrange's.
He uses discontinuous functions for the first time on record, as he
had already done in hls study of the vibrating cord , maintaining

- 10 that the very nature of the sudden disturbances which caused the
waves required the use of discontinuous functáons ,

Lagrange, on the

other hand, used on1y continuous funct.ions, assuminga system of
finite particles

of air rather ~an a continuous medium. He solved

the case of the vibrating cord sjimi.Ia
rIy by assuminga set of fini te
masses. Both Lagrangeand D'Al~mbertrejected
discontinuous functions.

thi validity

The controversy, persistrd

of using

even though

Eu]er demonstrated that his solutions agreed with the others, where
continuous functions could be used.

In these introductory remarks

Euler expresses the hope that "In time" these conservati ve Geometers
will accept these new fnnctions.
Euler assuned a disturbance within a limited length of a
horizontal air columnin a cylindrical
this disturbance in both directions .

tube ~d the transmission of
This disturbance is a

discontinuous function, being ~ero on each side and of any desired
form initiall~

Assumingthat the density varies inversely as the

pressure , he develops the part.ia; di fferent.i.al equation for
the wave propagation

a 20Y
~ XZ
where

a

2

=

, - - - - - - - -- -

I

gh ,

Here x is the equi~ibrium position of the particIe,
y

I

i ts displacement at time t ,.'and

h

is the height of a column

of air of constant density which exerts atrnospheric pressure at its
base.

Euler gave the functional solution of this equat i on

J = F(X +af ) + f (X - at),

- - -- - -II
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the velocity of propagation being a =

J gh,

the same as obtained

by Newton and Lagrange.
It is not difficult to show that this solution agrees with
present one
pressure

P

cr:::

j Kg/y

We note that the atmospheric

is equal to '(h. Then , using the assunpt.i.on

PV =

constant, where V is the volume of a given mass, we obtain

or d pip:::; But we define the modulus K by
Ilence

we may substi tute P

=

dV/V .

dP/K -=-dV/V.

K giving

gh

-z:

gP/t = Kq/t.

Euler proceeded to discuss the significance of these functions
F and f , which represent waves travelling up and down the pipe with
velocity a; and he solves for cases where (1) the initial displacernent,

and

(2) the initial velocity;
are grven . lIenoted the difference between this theoretical velocity
of sound and the experimental value and surmised that this was due to
the extra factor,

I+

($; )2.

,which was in his general equation ,

but which he had considered negligible. As he said, this would not
be negligible for strong disturbances.
Euler, in conclusion, gives priority credit to Lagrange for the
development of the partial differential equation

I and its

functional solution 11, as applied to continuous functions. Later,
the use of these functional expressions was studied extensively by
r.aspardMonge (1746-1818) (8)
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For our purpose this is a sufficient sunmary of Euler's
text,but the reader will be rewarded by a more detailed study.
In 1775~ Euler wrote a second artiele (5) on the flow of
blood through the arteries but did not succeed in obtaining any
satisfactory solution.

(Note that Harvey, 1578-1657, discovered

the circulation of the blood.)
Euler's concluding remarks, made in a religious vein~ were:
"In explaining ~ then ~ the motion of the blood, we run
into the same unsuperable difficulties which prevent
us from exarniningmore accurate1y all the things
tllatare clearly works of the Creator

since

not even the:greatest hurnangenius is ab1e to
understand and explain the true structure of the
most insignificant worm".
Euler published his works on analysis 1748-1770 and Hankel pays
him the tribute that "he freed the analytic calculus from all
geometrie bonds, thus establishing ana1ysis as an independent science".
To avoid confusion, the research results of all who followed
Eulcr will be expressed in a co~on nomenclature as given in the
table of notation wherever this is possible.
Lagrange , Joseph, L.

(1736-1813)

He succeeded Euler in 1766 as mathematical director in the
Berlin Acaderny, which was a flourishing institution under the
patronage of Frederick the Great. He obtained solutions for the
rnovernentof incompressible fluids and compressible fluids in his
text Meeaniquo Analytique (6).
(1)

FOT

thc former he used the veloei ty potential

~ and his
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rnethodis rather cunnersome, being based on approximations of
Taylor's expansion

~

= ~'

+

zW'

+

z2.0'"

etc.

In the case of waves in a canal, assumed shallow enough so
that the vertical dimension Z may be neglected

and vertical planes

in the medium remain vertical, he develops the relation

~;:J·
where h

IS

[(a)

the canal depth (p. 334). Reducing this to a single

space dimension, he finds the velocity of the wave
(2)

"

For compressible fluids, such

as

a

=

{i,h:

air, (p. 339), he adds a

term in his fundarnentalrelations for incompressible fluids, to
allow for the compressibility,and deduoes the same solution as
above. Here h

I(a)

is the pressure head on the air mass, as defined

earlier by Newton and Euler. To solve this, he reduces again to
one space dimension and obtains the functional solution

11.

Lagrange in a similar manner studied vibrating cords (Ref. 6,
Vol.

I

pp. 382-422).

Note on the solution of waves in open channels.
Let us now sumnar.ize the solutions for waves in open channels,
using for reference Coulson's condensed text on waves (7)
(1) Surface waves, or waves in relatively deep water.
Here a genera! treatment is necessary, since vertical components of
the variables cannot be neglected, and the disturbance does not
extend far bclow the surface. To this group belong Ca) waves promoted by wind ,
(b)

waves of short length for which surface tension
bccomes a significant factor.

- 14 neg1ecting

Ca)

surface

is given by

a
where

À

2.

=

tension,

gÀ

4-

21[ t an

the velocity

h

is the wave,length and h

2.f(h

À

Ci) For very <leepwater, as h

'

2rrh/

-+00.,

h

eii) For very shal10w water, as

~O,

À

we find

a2 ~
a2~

gA
21(

')

gh.

is the case considered by Newtonand Lagrange.
Allowing for surface tension, we have

eb)

aZ-

-

where T
As

a

the depth of water.

At the two limits of the quantity

Thi.s last

of propagation

r~

+ 2([1] f

[ 2 Tl

À

is the surface tension and
the wave length

À

P

f

J

an

h

21Ch
--x-'

the rnass densi ty.

decreases, the surface tension becomes

more important.
Monge,Gaspard.
In 1789 outlined his graphical integration
differentia1

equations (8).

of partia1

Later he pub1ished in the same Journa1
/

his "Memoiresur l'integration
partielles"

.

/

graphique des equations aux derivees

This appeared in Vol. 23 new series, and he used the

term "method of characteristics".

Mongewas the founder of the

/

Ecole Polytechnique.
Laplace, Pierre,

S. (1749-1827)

He was another great mathematician and scientist,
of Lagrange.

a contemporary

lIe developed the Lap1ace equation, the criterion

cqui I.ibr.i.umof homogeneousfluids
\/2/i\
'1'

=[

(Ref. 9, Vol. I, p. 206)
~2

~L

+ 6y2 +

~X2
I

021

oz~ cp

= o.

of

- 15 About 1808 he exp1ained the difference
and the theoretica1 values of the velocity

between the experiment al
of sound in air. The

theoretica1 va1ue, based on Boy1e's 1aw (see Newton, Eu1er, Lagrange)

a=

was

j pi p

. He stated that this law did not app1y since the

ternperaturewas not constant under varying pressure. For adiabatic

c/ = ~:. ~

conditions
heats.

lJsing

Cp

,where

Cpl Cv = "41,

C"

and

are the specific

this increases the theoretica1 velocity

by about 20%.
Laplace's work inc1uded celestial mechanics (9) and he used
ana1ytical methods throughout in his physica1 studies, as compared
wi th Newton, who used Synthetic Geometry in his "Principia".
Cauchy, A.L. (1789-1857)
He is of interest because.he put the differentia1 on a sound
analytical basis (10), not dependent on a geometric re1ationship
between chords and tangents. He expressed the infinitesimal

i

as

a product d h, where h is an arbitrarily chosen finite quantity
and ~

another infinitesirna1. Then

Lim
d._~O

+(x+cxh)
o<h

-f(x)

by definition of the derivative.
Hence

l.irn

f'(x+o:h')-f(X)

('(-70

eX.

I f we denote the arbitrary quantity

h by

dx, and cal I it

the differcntia1 of x, then the left hand side above may be denoted
hy

dy

the di fferentia1 of y,

dy =- ~~~

f(x+~h)-f(x)

50

that

= d[f(x~:=:

f'(x)dx

= yl d x ,

- 16 By the turn of the century, the mathematical

tools were weIl

developed, but the physical tools, dealing with the elastic properties
of materiaIs, were still lacking somewhat for the requirement of
rigorous and detailed analysis.
In review we note that the work of Newton, Leibniz and their
contemporaries gave rise to a great surge in mathematical

and

sc ionti f i c devcIopnent. In the Lat ter half of the l8th century

WesteTI1Lurope was a closely knit community of savants. National
lnstitutes, Academies and Schools flourished in Italy, France, .
Austria and Germany, as weIl as in England and Russia. The teaching
and writing of such great men as the Bemou11is, D'Alerrbert,Lagrange,
Laplace, Legendre and Euler became weIl known everywhere. Physical
and mathematical concepts could now be expressed in the form of
integral equations and ordinary and partial differential equations.
Later camc the complex variabIe and the calculus of variations.
lt is d i ff i.cul
t for us , at the present time, to be certain as
to who initjated same of the new ideas in the 19th century. We can
only record the results of our research, indicating the general
development.

GIAPTER III DEVELOPMENT IN TIIE19th CENTIJRY
Young, Dr. Thomas
In 1808 he made some hydraulic studies,in preparation for the
Croon ian J.ecture,on the flow of the blood stream (11). He studied
friction losses, includ.inglosses in bends, as weU

as thc propagation

of the prcssurc wave. Iiediscussed l1uBuat'stextPr-inc.lpIcs of
l lydruuli.cs ,

Vol.

IJ,

1786. His physical argumerrtsappear unsouncl

- 17 and unfortunate1y

he di.d not discuss

1ecture or subsequent1y.

the subject

further

in his

Much experimental work on air and water

surges in pipes was carried on in the first

half of the century,

notab1y Wertheirn(12) in 1848. However,no satisfactory

theory was

Jevc]opeJ for the propagation of the pressure wave in water pipes.
Ilclrnholtz, llerrnannvon (1821-1894)
llc was editor for pogg (Annalen der Physik und Chirnie) and had
wide interests .

He appears to have been the first

to explain

(in 1848) the fact that the velocity of wave_propagation in a pipe
containing water was 1ess than the velocity in water not confined.
He explained, correctly,

that this was due to the elasticity

of the

pipe wa11s. Wertheirn,in the same year, offered the same explanation
hut madeno theoretica1 study.
IÜcmann,B.
In ] 860 he published a paper (13) at Gottingen on sound waves
and later in 1869 he published his text on Partia1 Differentia1
Equations (14)

He refers to the earlier

work by Eu1er in 1759.

Riernanndeve10pedand app1ied the three dimensiona1 equation
of rnotion and its simplified one dirnensiona1 form, in severa1 fie1ds,
notab1y for vibrating strings and sound waves, as do others before
him. Ilowever, he used neater definitions
el as t ic properties of the medi a.

and expressions for the

Thus for air he expressed the

rc Iut i ons between pressure and density by the equations

r/D.-=
liere

6

density,

1+5

)

p=:rp(p)

is the density in the equilibrium state,
P the pressure and

5

f

is the variabIe

the compression ratio.
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His general equation was

=a
His particular

2.

studies are based on the functional solution for a

single space dimension, 11.
Weber, Wilhelm studied the theory of flow of an incompressible fluid
in an elastic pipe (15).

He had already madesomeexperiments in

1850 (16) to find the velocity of propagation.
Li ncar relations

for elasticity

?Iv

~--r'M

and acceleration which he developed,

"dr

2

Using the two

)

oV

'èJP

~f

f

OX

~2.r
~t2.

r
2.kp

,

he obtaineu the second order equation

ar

Here k = d'f5""' hls elastic

'd2r
, OX2..

rmdulus; V is the velocity,

radius and p the pressure.

r

the

He deduced the velocity of propagation

Thus he related the elasticity

of the pipe walls

directly to the variations of pressure and radius.

This has been

found necessary in the recent study of surges in rubber and plastic
pipes.
lJsing our notation

his modulus

KP

k =_r_
2Kp ., 50

-_ dP.A
dA

.: : dP,r
- 2 dr

.

that his velocity of propagation becomes

which agrees with present-day theory.
Bis tests on a rubber hose 16.5 mnradius, which expanded
2.75 mmin radius under a pressure of 3500 rrnn
head, gave an

cxper.imcnt.a l value of the velocity of propagati on a = 11255 nrn/sec,
whercas the theoretical

valuc of wavepropagation velocity

is

- 19 10033 mmVsec.

He charges the discrepancy to inaccuracy of

measurernent of the strain and of the period.

It is certainly not

due to neglecting the elasticity of the water.
Mention should be made of other experimenters,

such as

Wertheim (12), Kundt (17) and Dvorak (18) .
Weber appears to have been the first to develop the two first
order cquations for the elasticity of the pipe walls and the
accc l cr-at.i
on of the water column . We may designate these the
continuity ano dynamic equations rcspectively.

1nese are the basis

o f all our theoretical studies involving the magnitudes of the
pressure and veloci ty in water- harrrrner.
In the past, investigators were concerned only with the
velocity of propagation (as was Weber himself) and

50

the rnathematics

developed was based on the second order equation in one independent
variable, which led directly to the velocity of propagation.

The

two first order equations were lost in obtaining this second order
equation.

Weber happened to discover these two first order

equations because of his detailed study of the elastici ty of the
pipe walIs.

lne two main fields of study of wave propagation in

pipes wcrc still quitc distinct, one with an elastic medium (air) in
an i.n-elnst i c p ipe , and the other wi th an in-elastic medium (water)
In an elastic pipe (rubber).
Marey, Dr. published in 1875 an account of hi.s experimental werk on
the propagation of ~ater (and mercury) waves (19). He conducted
medical research on the flow of blood in small animals (turtles,
frogs) arro to attempt to develop a theory for the propagation of
pu lsc heilts he set up cxperimcnts in h i s hydraulic Labo ratory and

\
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published accounts of his research over a period of several years.
He had a pipe line of rubber with six short branches spaeed
evenly along its length and leading to his six chronographs. These
recorded continuously the pressure oscillations caused by the
operation of a piston at one end. This piston could apply an
impulsive injection of fluid or, alternatively, it could work in
reverse. Both the amount of injection and the rate could be varied,
with either water or mercury. His laboratory technique was excellent.
In fact he criticised the work of earlier experimenters (Newton,
Weber, Poisson, Biot) saying that their methods and instruments
were imperfect and their results 5ometime5 contradictory.
Iiewas abIe to formulate several general conclusi ons, e.g.
(1)

the wave velocity Ls independent of the irnpulsiveblows )

(2) the wave velocity for mercury is approximately three
times that for wa ter

j

(3) the wave velocity is proportional to the elastic
force of the tube
(4) the reflected wave from the closed end has the
same velocity.
Ilcdid not have the mathema.ticalknowledge to deve lop any
.ma Iyt j c.rl rcsults, but his corrtemporary Rcsal (edi tor of thc
.Journa l de ~1ath.purcs et appliquées) vcrified his experimcntal

results by developing his theory of propagation.
Resal, 11.

in his artiele in the Journal (20) develops the continuity

and acceleration equations and from these the second order wave
equations, assuming an incompressible fluid and an elastic pipe.
Ilencehe finds the wave velocity identical with the work of Weber (IS)

- 21 but expressed in tenns of Youngs

modulus,

i.e.

a

Rayleigh, J.W.S., Lord (1842-1919)
published his text in 1877 on the Theory of Sound (21), which
brought up to date the rcsult of all the studies of the past, and
of his own research.
Korteweg, D.J. was the first to solve for the wave velocity
considering the elasticity of bath the pipe wall and the fluid (22)
Those before hirn considered either one or the other of the two
inelastic or incornpressible. He also took into account the radial
acceleration of the pipe walls in his general equation .. His
developrnentis very close to present day analysis, both in thought
and procedure.

Ilowever,he was concerned only with the velocity of

p ropagat ion and

not with the transient pressure velocity relationship.

I Ie ncglccted

(1)

-

the effect of friction, since, like all other writers,
he dealt with pipes in which only the vibrations due to
sound and wave propagation existed, and no study made
of the effect of change in flow;

(2)

longitudinal stresses due to bending of the pipe
walIs, as he considered the wave length considerably
large with respect to the p ipe diameter;

(~)
lIi

5

var i ation in the modulus of c las t ici ty with prcssurc ,

basic equat i.onswerc -

dP
K

+

+

2.dr

r

=0 7 for continuity;

, for acceleration of
the fluid;
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= b~

Erb d~

~ P -

2_

,for radial acceleration;

Korteweg stated the radial acceleration could be neglected due to the
low inertia of the pipe walIs.

(This has been verified later (58).)

Hence he found from the last equation

dP

=

Eb .dr
r~

for the elastic equation of the
pipe walIs.

From these equations he obtained
'\2o IJ...

_

o X2..-

whence the velocity of propagation

zKr

Eb
This is identical with present day theory. Korteweg stated
that, for Wertheim, Kundt and Dvorak, the correction factor for
the effect of the elastic walls was

zKr
bE

He also verified that Resal's and Weber' s solution agreed with his if
the fluid elasticity factor

~

was neglected.

We note that Korteweg's first equation is our acceleration
equation, but he did not develop its interlocking equation hy
d i f Fcrcnt in t i ng his second cquat i on with respect to time.
Lamb, Ilorace in 1878 published his text book ''Motionof Fluids" (23)
which is sirnilarto that of Lord Rayleigh. Later in 1910 he
published his "Theory of SOlIDd"which is a revision of the earlier
work.
Mîchaud, Jules in 1878 published an article (24) which to the author's
knowledge is the first to deal with the problem of water-harmner.
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He does not deveIop or use any of the theoretical
wave propagation
velocity

(at that time no relationship

surges had been discovered)

the effects

for the

of the pressure

but he studied

design and use of ai r-chambers and safety
to amcljorate

solutions

and

extensively

the

valves in the pipe Lines

of sudden and gradual closures

of gates

and valves.
Gromeka, V. I.
In May 1883 he presented a paper (2S) on water-hammer surges
and seems to be the first

to consider the effect

from the experiments of Marey and the latter'
Gromeka criticised
it neglected

friction.

5

J'I1UCh of the earlier

also.

velocities

force is proportional

and also that

(i.e.

In conclusion

made the equations

to solve and he limited himself to the effect

the
he stated
too difficult

of the inertia

of the

IIe is throughout thinking o:f two waves being propagated,

one in the pipe walls and the other,

dependent on the former, in the

I lui cl, anti that there must he equi l ibr ium between these "inner
outer pul scs" .
plpe inertia

anti

Whenhe reduced his formula to the case of ncgl i.g ib Ie

he obtained Resal's

solution.

During the years 1885 to 1899 several
United States

on

to determine i ts

is incompressible

are low and flow is laminar).

pipe wal.Ls.

assumptions of

and act as a cylindrical

to the velocity

that the terms dependent on friction

conclusions .

He based his study first

membrane. Then he applied membranetheory
He assumed the liquid

apart

work, mainly because

the assumption that the pipe walls are thin

the friction

general

However, there are several

his which are open to criticism

oscillations.

of friction,

engineers

in the

under took experiments in water-hanmer, wi th and without
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air chambers, and some attempted to develop a theoretical relationship between the velocity reduction and the corresponding pressure
rise. There was little success. In many cases this was due to the
shortness of the pipe lines and the slow closure of the valves.
Three of the most notable of these engineers were (1)

Weston, E.B. (26) at Providenee, R.I.

(2) Church, I.P. (27,28) at Cornell, and
(3) Carpenter, R.C. (29) at Cornell, who worked with
two graduate students.
In his discussion, Carpenter attempted a theory based on the
elasticity of both the water and the pipe walls. He also used
relatively short pipes 375 feet long, both wi th and without air
chambers.
forizell,.1. P.
Ilepresented a paper (30) in October 1897 which gave the first
known analytical treatment of the pressure and velocity surges due to
water-harnmer. This paper was the result of his studies as consulting
I
engineer for the Hydro-Electric development at Ogqen, Utah, where
they were concerned with the effect of a 20% reduction of the power
dernandon the pressure surges in the penstock 31,000 feet in length.
These surges were found to interfere with the speed regulation of
thc turbines (see also Church, Ref. 27).
Frizcll developed the fundamental forrmlae for the velocity
of the shock

wave

and for the intensity of pressure due to an

instantaneous reduction of the flow. It is remarkab1e that he was
ab1e to do this, apparently without knowledge of the studies which
had been made in Europe, resulting in the equation for the

wave
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propagation I and its functional solution 11.
IIistreatment is worth our study. He considered a piston
being pushed along a pipe. As it moved it compressed the fluid
and also increased the cross-sectional area of the pipe in its
neighbourhood. The piston
must continue to move in order
to maintain the pressure,
and more and more of the fluid

-A

1

C

~

L
0

B

and of the pipe length will
become strained.

FIG. 3.

Using our notation, and referring to Fig. 3, let the piston
move a distance./. in a time t, and let the fluid between
sections AB and CD,over a length L, be compressed during this time.
Then due to the elastic properties of the water and pipe walIs, he
found that

!he velocity of the piston is therefore

Pr izel I now considers the ratio of this velocity , (which is
the velocity of the whole compressed column ABCD and is the result
of the force applied to the piston), to the velocity gt which the
column would have if acted on by gravity, stating that the ratio of
these velocities is equal to the ratio of the forces applied.
We interject here the remark that, alternatively, he could
have used Ule equation for impulse equal to the change in mornentum.
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The resulting wave velocity is

a-..b_-/2-_· [2rEb
- t -

Y·

+ D
~

which is identical with that obtained by Korteweg and others.
To find the pressure rise due to a sudden gate closure, with
a corresponding velocity rejection of V

in the column, he

considered the volumn of Fig. 3 to be moving to the left and stopped
by the piston AB. This led to the sOlution,obtained by tonsidering
the voltunetriccompression

r

p==JL_.

a·

[~+_D
Eb
KJ

If we express the bracketed expression in terms of the

P = [a~l]V

wave velocity a, this becomes

?

which is identical with the solutions of later investigators.
This result could have been obtained directly from his
original study relating V

to L, P and t, or, more elegantly

perhaps, he could have equated the impulse of the force on the gate
to the change in momentum of the mass, obtaining

PAt

AL
g 'd. V , whence

P=[";]V

Without doubt Frizell understood the action of water-hammer
thoroughly. His analysis is fundamentally the sane as that of
Korteweg and others, including his contemporaries Joukowski and
Allievi.

Frizell did not use the relationship between water-hanmer

and sound waves, as did JoUkowski.

He did, however, state that the

wave velocity, as the pipe modulus E ~
was that of sound in unrestricted water.

CC)

7
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His work was criticised and not accepted by his American
contemporaries. One of them "saw no reason why this coincidence
(with the velocity of sound)" should reassure Frizell regarding the
validity of his results.
Frizel1 also considered the effects of branch 1ines and
wave reflection and discussed cases of slow c1osure, exp1aining why
earlier studies and experiments had fai1ed to deve10p theories
because the gate c10sure times were greater than the period.
He discussed the effect of successive waves on speed regu1ation and
suggesteu tests to check his theory.
It

15

difficult to realize at this present time why Frizell' 5

work was not appreciated and why he has not been given a p1ace of
distinction in the deve10pment of the subject.

One reason is perhaps

the 1ack of communication across the Atlantic.
Joukowski, N.
During the summer of 1897 and the fo1lowing winter, at alrnost
identically the same time as Frizell's studies, Joukowski made
extensive experiments in Moscow in his capacity as consulting
engineer for the rrn.micipal
water-works.

As a result of these tests

and of his theoretica1 studies he published a report (31) in the
spring of 1898 on the basic theory of water-hanmer.
1nis is a classic piece of work as it verifies the theoretical
re1ations between the pressure 'andvelocity changes during the surges
with experimental tests. He tested three loops of cast-iron pipe,
the flow being stopped alrnostinstantaneous1y.
(1)

(2)

2S ,000 feet of 2" diameter;
1,000 feet of 4" diameter;

These were -

"
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(3) 1,000 feet of 6" dianeter .
Unfortunately, the author bas at hand only the translation of
this paper,

50

that there may be important and illuminating details

in the original text of which he is unaware ,
Joukowski was very well acquainted with the work that had
already been done, as he mentions the earl ier work of Marey, Gromeka
and Korteweg, as weIl as the experiments of the engineers in the
U.S., including the most recent paper by Frizell (i.e. according to
the translation of 1904).
He develop~d independently the fornrulafor the wave velocity,
taking into consideration the elasticity of both the water and the
pipe walls.

Hi.sforniulaagrees identically with those of Korteweg

J

and Frizel1. He also developed the relation between the velocity and
pressure surges , using two methods, one the conservation of energy
and the other the continuity condition. The latter is given in the
translation and agrees identically with Frizell's formu.La,
In his experimental work he used Marey's chronograph to
measure the time to .01 second and Crosby Indicators to record the
pressures. These two sets of instruments were correlated by means of
a pendulum which made an electric contact every half second.
Joukowski does not use the ftmctional so.luti on I I of the
wave equation. lIowever,he shows very clearly how the pressure wave
travels along the pipe and the nature of the reflections at the
ends. Thus for a sudden gate closure , he shows that the wave of
positive pressure and zero velocity reaches the upper (reservoir)
end at time ~

and for the ~eturn wave, the pressure has returned

to normal (that obtaining at the reservoir) and the velocity becomes
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full negative, i.e. flow is back into the reservoir. This and
follawing surges are shown in Fig. 4.

%
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On

..~
~

the reservoir side of the surge front the pressures are

normal, as imposed by the reservoir, and the veloeities alternate
J

between positive and negative as the surge is reflected. On the
gate side of the surge front the veloeities are zero as imposed by
the gate, and the pressures alternate between positive and negative
as the surge is reflected. A complete cycle of surges occurs in two
. ds',I.e. In
. a tane
.. Interva1 0f -4L
per.ro
a

Amongst the phenorrenaJoukowski studied and his conclusions
were:
Ca) Passage of the pressure wave into a smaller pipe
wi th a dead end.
(b)

Reflection of the pressure wave from an open end
of a branch pipe.

Cc) Variation of the time of closure of the gate or valve,
verifying that pressures are maximum for closing
times t

<

2L
a

- 30 (d) Effect of air chambers and of large water chambers
(e.g. a 12" diameter pipe).
Ce)

Spring safety valves were found very effective and
used later at all important junctions in the water.works.

Cf) Detection of leaks in the system could be detected
by depressions in the pressure diagram and located
by the position of these drops in the chart.
These two consuIting engineers, Frizell and JoUkowski,

developed

the practical theory of pressure surges for two different reasons.
Frizell was concerned with the safety and speed regulation of hydroelectric plants.

Jo:Ukowski was concerned wi.th the safety and

operation of municipal water works.
Until their.tiJre, investigations of these waves were for
scientific reasons and particularly

concerned with the wave velocity.

From this t ine on, engineers woul.d be assuming the important role in
I

developing the science and in ~ts practical application.
I

I

It would have been a simple step for Weber and his contemporaries
to find the relation between the pressure and velocity surges but they
did not have the practical ;urge. Thus, using Weber's continuity
cqlli~tionano his elastic modulus and considering an element of pipe
dx

which is traversed by the wave in a time dt we obtain

dV == - -~. dr .d»
r di:

=-

which can be reduced to the form

_g_a.dr= _ 2ka .dP= - _q_. dP
r

r

dP

=.-

Kp:J

a;(

ij

.J V.

Allievi, L. in 1902 and 1913 published his texts on the general
(32)

I

theory, These were both translated into French and English.

In his

- 31 1902 paper he developed the theory from first principles,
to Korteweg.

similar

However, he obtained a more accurate fundamental

first order equation for !he acceleration

'I dV
j

dt

"7

where he used !he total derivative of !he velocity with respect to
time.
The continuity equation was unchanged, and it was not unt i I
1937 (SI) that this latter equation was expressed with the total
dIP -

derivative

dt

-,

~p
~t

+ V OX
~p

Allievi showed that the term

oP

replacing the partial . 'Ot .

?JV

V dX

could be dropped because

of its relative unimportance and so obtained the second order equation
I

and its solution in functional form I and 11. He introduced two
dirnensionlessquantities called the characteristics, defined as

.
()-_ a't
2L ) Not€

p=
Here

f

r
o

is half the ratio of the kinetic energy of the water and the

potential energy stored in the water and pipe walls due to the
hydraulic head y 0

'

and varies from .1 for high heads and low

veloeities to 10 for law heads and high velocities.

It is a pipe

flow characteristic.

B

is a gate operation characteristic,

equivalent time of gate closure. Thus if
period

r

t

signifying the

is f.ivetimes the

2~, f} = 5. Using uniform gate c losure in time T, he

obtained the general solution fOr maximum pressure rise (Halmos p. 30).
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Allievi's work is too monumental to be studied in any detail
here.

It covers the whole field of operation, including gradual

gate closures,and his char-ts and tables are all-embracing.

This

fact is perhaps a drawback in the sense that one must become
immersed in the work in order to derive full benefit.

GIAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENTIN TIffi 20th

CENIURY UP Ta ·1925

lhe study of water-hammer has now assumed a broader worldwide aspect, carried on rnostlyby engineers and concerned mainly
with its practical importance. Fields of study have become more
specialized and the methods are more accurate and in greater detail,
with experimental tests and the determination of the hydraulic
characteristics of the various components playing an important role.
It becomes increasingly difficult to consider all the
specialized studies being carried on throughout the wor ld.

In this

history we will now limit ourselves to the continued development of
I

the fundamental ideas and of thei.rpractical use in the various fields,
rather than attempting a history, of the work done by all workers in
all specialized fields. öriginality of development will be the key
to recognition, although an immense
amount of work of extmmely
,

high

practical value has been done by outstanding engineers in the various
I

specializcd fields, much of this work being of a consulting nature
unavailable for publication.
During the first twenty years of the century there was a
great amount of work in applying the theory developed and published
by Joukowski and Allievi to th~ practical design of water-works and
hydro-electric plants.

In Europe the authority was Allievi, due

- 33 mainly to the French trans lations . In North America

Joukowski

I

s

text was the key, partly because Miss Simin' s translation was
availab1e in 1904, whereas Halmos' translation of A11ievi did not
appear until 1925.
These ear1y designs were in the main concerning penstocks and
surge tanks. For examp1e, Warren, M.M. presented an important paper
on Penstock and Surge Tank Prob1ems (33), which reviewed the
fundamental theory, stating the wave equation and its functiona1
solution, and giving the formulae for the wáve velocity and pressure
rise due to a sudden velocity rejection.
The difficu1ty encountered at this time was in finding the
pressure rise for slow gate closure (the term used here was
"ordinary water-hannner"). Warren assumed that for slow closure
times T, greater than the. period 2L
the maximlDTlpressure surge
a
occurred just when the first wave returned to the gate and that
thereafter the negative (reflected) surge would cancel any increase
in pressure due to continued gate closure, friction fina11y causing
the pressure to return to normal. On this assumption he found the
maximum pressure rise for slow closure was

LV
9 (T -L/a)
'{hereader shou1d consult Allievi on this point.
Constantinescu, G., in 1920 described his invention of a mechanism
to transmit mechanical energy by use of the water-hannner wave (34).
The energy i.nvolved could be large and the transmission distanee
long, for very small displacements of the liquid, (usually an oi1) .
He gave many examp1es of the application of this method in various
fields .

-
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The author recalls that during the First World War, British
fighter planes were equipped with the Constantinescu gear, a device
for remote control of the firing of the machine guns. These were
timed to shoot between the propeller blades. This gear was later
superseded by a purely mechanical gear, partly because anY ma1function of the mechanism cou1d (and often did) resu1t in the
propeller blades being shot off near the hub.
Gibson, N.R. presented a paper (35) in 1920 on pressure surges due
to gradual gate closures, basing his study on Joukowski.

In all

these and subsequent studies of surges in simple pipe lines due to
closure of gates at the lower end, the relation between the discharge
and the pressure loss through the partially closed gate has been
based on some assumed law which seems reasonably applicable, e.g.
that at any particular gate position the head loss through the gate
varies as the square of the discharge rate (i.e. the ve Ioci ty)

.

In the case of a hydraulic turbine, the who1e unit below the control
mechani.sm

is usually assumed to obey this law, the head löss being

the drop in pressure head between the control and the tai1race.
Gibson's treatment is now given in some detail as it will be of use
in later comparisons.
It is assumed that the gate movement is uniform, i.e. that the
(equivalent or hypothetical) ar~a of the gate opening B
uniformly with time during the time of gate closure T.

is reduced
It is also

assumed that the velocity in the penstock just above the gate is
proportional to the gate area and to the square root of the head
loss through the gate. Hence the heau 10ss through the gate anJ
the penstock velocity at any intermediate time t during the first
perioJ arc related by the conditions -
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Vt
where

=

[1- ~B.Jfj.+h~

"t=~

,

(v.-Vt);

Bo is defined by the conditions at time

Vo =- BoF.

ho = 0,

j

t

=

and

0

\'t,

Ht
•

are velocity and head 10ss through the ~ate at time

<Ó,

t.

In the examp1e of the artic1e, successive sudden partia1
cl.osures of the gate occurred at times

t

= (1,2,3,4) uni ts of t/4;

i.e. therè were four partia1 c10sures of the gate during the first
period, and durdng each succeeding period unti1 etosure .
During succeeding periods until complete closure , the first
relation for
t

= t~Vt

Vt

-

above is unchanged , and at complete closure, when

.:,0, remaining zero thereafter.
t = (5,6,7,8) "C/4, the

During the second period, where

reflection of the first waves must be allowed for, and the condition
for ht

is

During the third period there are two return waves imposing

• e-

ht: = h-t_,+ ; (~~/-~)

......

,

their reflections, and hence

.

- T(~-s Vt-4) +

~a.

'.

~

\

.

(~"9-vt-g) ;

t = 9,10, /1:, /2

units.

!his procedure continues until closure, af ter which time

"

Vt

= 0 ; h~-= ht-I + ga (\1Yt.,- 11)
Yt

-

2..a... (V

g

t-s "

~t-4 ).f---- de,
_.-.,
'"

It is seen that solutions involve quadratic equations in' ht.

~.

.
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...-4'

"
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~
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A110wing for friction, the quantity

Y. F ( '1/02

l/
y~t2)

is added to the expression under the square root sign in the Vt
expressions, as this is the va1ue of the regained friction head.
This is the first instance of solutions inc1uding non-1inear friction.
It was possib1e at that time on1y by using arithmetic integration, the
fore-runner of modern computer methods.
For non-uniform gate motion a coefficient C may be used,
g
and this coefficient inc1uded in the gate opening parameter Bo. It can be
made to fit any non-uniform c1osure, if necessary being expressed in
tabu1ated form.
This paper of Gibson'5 is particu1ar1y va1uable because of the
discussions byeminent engineers, e.g. Eugene Halmos, who gave an
excellent synopsis of Al1ievi's theory. He pointed out common errors
in using Allievi's formulae, due to carelessness in following the
instructions regarding their conditions of operation.
In 1923 Gibson invented an apparatus for measuring the
discharge of hydraulic turbines, using the pressure-time surges
caused by the closure of the gates. He used it for running efficiency
tests on new power p1ants. Another method invented by Prof. Allen
and known as the "salt ve Ioc i ty" method, was equa1ly accurate and
these two methods were in general use in North America during the
1920'5

anu

(JlNYj'ER V

later.

JJl:VULOPMENl' - 1925 to 1955

Strowger and Kerr in 1926 presented a paper (36) on the speed
regulation of hydrau1ic turbines, using the method of computing the
pressure rise7and corresponding 'Veloeitiesdue to the gate movement,
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given by Gibson (35). They took into account the efficiency of the
turbine at the different gate positions and considered both uniform
and non-uniform gate movement. From the values of head, velocity
and efficiency, they obtained the excess or deficiency in H.P.
input ano calculated the speed variation.
The discussion of this paper, as in the case of Gibson's,
was of great value. P.F. Kruse discussed the effect in low-head
plants due to the relatively large proportion of the total ~ LV
which was in the draft tube passages. He used as a basis for his
calculations of the total pressure rise the total L LV.

Then he

determined the pressure surges above and below the gates by using
the L LV above and below as a criterion. He noted also that for
such installations the draft tube design involved not only the
regain of energy but the effect of the inertia of the water column
on the speed regulation.
T.H. Hogg and J.J. Traill gave valuable data obtained from
regulation tests on the 55000 H.P. units at Queenston and the
2200 H.P. South Falls units, both operated by the H.E.P.C. of Ontario.
In addition to the comparison of test and calculated regulation, they
pointed out that in some of the Queenston tests there was a
separation of the water colunm, causing violent shocks feIt and heard
near the unit. With slower gate closure the shocks did not occur.
1t was becausc of this separation rather t11311excessive pressure rise
that the governor travcrsing time was incrcased.
'fileauthor of this history also presented a discussion in which
he developeo the graphical method. 1nis will now be illustrateo by
using the example already discussed in Gibson's paper (35)
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It is not difficult to show that the linear relation between head and
velocity during the second and succeeding periods may be simplified
to the form

ht

-

+ 3...(V
9 i-s.-v.)
t

'
"t-A-

.

This eliminates the inclusion of all the waves and their reflections
since the start of the gate closure and shows that all of these waves
ahd reflections are automatica1ly incorporated in the single wave
which Ieft the gate one period earlier.
If we use J~kowski's chart (Fig. 4) as a guide, the wave
which left the gate one period earlier is reflected from the reservoir
one half period earlier. There it has had its pressure changed by
an amount -ht_4- and the velocity has been changed by a
corresponding amount - ~ "t-4-'
a wave having

On i ts return to the gate

_2_J,
V -v
t-4
a

t- of

:1t is now

7

which is superposed on the new wave at time t, to give us the
equations

ln Fig. 5, Gibson's exampIe is illustrated by the graphical
rcprcscntation of the abovc relations. 'I11evelocity expressions are
In order to

rcprcscnte<.l
by parabolas

standardize, the head and velocity are made dimensionless by putting

I

+ ~o /

v

v=-

The horizontal line OA represents constant head h

Va

=

1, H

H .

0'
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I
\ I
\

"

FIG. 5.
the vertical line through

°

represents zero velocity

v

=

0, V

=

0.

The vertex of the parabolas is at v = 0, h = 0, i.e. a unit distanee
below 0. Por uniform gate closure the parabolas are evenly spaeed
a long 0/\ Ior un i Iormly spaeed i.ns tnnts of time.

'Ihc li.nearcxpressions f or

ht

(note that thi s

,

\'/1

IS

(;i hson 's

and Js not Jimensionless), are now, in dimensionless [onn J

hc
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They are represented by straight lines having a sIope of
TIlegate parabolas in dimensionless form are

v
where ~

lS

= ~fh

a new dimensionless partial gate characteristic.

lilthe diagram the parabolas are drawn for time intervals of
quarter pcriods.

The condition at the gate at times

r, are

i. e. up to the instarrt

condition at time 1.25 T
also the parabola for

t

=

t4

(1,2,3,4)

B, C ,D,E. The

must satisfy the straight line MNF and

= 1'25'(.

In our dimensionless
15

given by the points

t

represented by the point

horizontal distance between

These constructions meet at

~: equation above, the ht_4-·
M, and the
M and F.

(Vt-4

F.

term

term by the

-~)

The point M, a reflection of

point E across the OA axis, is used if we employ Gibson's modified
expressions . However, if we follow the preceding Ct - 4) wave up the
pipe to the reservoir, the returning reflected wave is represented by
the point

N, drawn from

B wi th slope

+ gCf J.lVaQ

Then the

•

reflection of this wave at the gate will give us the line

NF

to be

satisfied by the gate condition, the parabola through F.
In order to use a single chart applicable to each particular
runner model, regardless of head

and dis charge and horse power for

any particular plant, this dimensionless
as

(l

h

and

v

chart was used

base for each runner, and curves of equal H.P. excess,(or

de Iieicncy] wcrc addcd , These curves are based on the model runner
pc rIonnnncc

(cf

I'Lc

icncy) at the part-gates.

Thus, by reading

0[[

cxccss (dcf i c.icncy) of ll.P. at succcssive instants of time, the

the

7

- 41 average H. P. may be computed and the speed change found.
Löwy, R.

in 1928 published his text on water-hammer

(37) which

covered the analytical step-by-step solution of the surges in the
pipe line, and also (pp. 84 and following) his graphical method,
which is identical in development and operation with that of the
wri ter.

The re is no doubt that the two studies were developed

indepenJently of each other.
Lowy also studi.edresonant surges due to periodic
osc iLlat i ons of the gate, (this period being

2.L)

a

that of the pipe

line) , and surges due to gradual opening of the gate.

He also

considered the effect of friction, as did Gibson (35), but his
attack is more analytical, using the partial differential equations
I

with friction terms added.
Löwy's work became the basis of the extension of the
I

gtaphical method by European engineers during the following years.
It was not until 1935 when Prof. Angus published a paper (42) at the
E. I.c. meeting in Toronto, which was based on the work of
Schnyder, that the earlier graphical study by the writer, which was
a discussion of the paper by Strowger and Kerr (36), was recognized.
From this time on, engineers became more and more concerned
with the solution of the transient performance of systems in which
pipe lines were an integral part.

The law governing the pressure

surges in the pipe lines had been solved, at least to a good
approximation, although it was not for some years that a more
rigorous solution of the effect of friction and of low moduli of
clastici ty in the pipe walls was obtained.
tie

j

The main goal was to

n thc charactcr i sti es of thc various hydraulic elements connected
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with the pipe lines, such as pumps, surge tanks, relief valves, air
chambers and turbines, as weIl as to develop solutions for compound
pipes and pipe networks.
Since the various contributors who worked and published
uuring this period had ready access to the literature, and since the
time lag between research and publication is continually increasing,
it is difficult to determine priority for any new development.
For this reason a synopsis of the important publications is given
in chronological order. Any omissions therefore which are apparent
to the reader should be blamed on the writer's ignorance.
1929 Schnyder, O. applied the graphical method to the study of
pipe lines .connected·tocentrifugal pumps, using complete pump
characteristics as determined by tests (38) .
1931 Bergeron, Louis in an article (39) extended the graphical method
to cxpress an analytical relationship between ele pressures and
velocities at any two points on the pipe line. His treatment is a
model of clarity. From the basic functional solution Ir he showed
that for two positions (sections) in the pipe P and Q which are
related in position and time by the condition

thejr prcssurcs and vclocities arc rclated by the equation

Similarly for two positions R,S, which are related by the
condition

-
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the equation relating their pressures and velocities is

Thus, if the values of H,V are known at wo positionsat a given
time, these variables can be deterrninedat the section midway between
them at a later time, later by the time required for waves to reach
it simultaneously from the two given positions. As an example ,:
referring :toFig. 5, if we are given the condition at the reservoir
and gate at the time t = L , (represented by points L and E
respectively), the line LK represents the first equation above, the
poi~t L corresponding to P and any other point on this line
corresponding to Q at a suitable later time. Sirnilarly,the line
EK represents the second equation, the point E corresponclingto R
and any other point on this line corresponding to S at a suitable
later time. Since these two lines intersect at K, and since the
two pseudo-waves from L and E will reach the centre section at
the same time

t= :

T, the point K gives the conditions at the

centre section at time

t = 4S t:

'

and it can be considered as both

positions Q and S in the two conditions. In this way the
conditions at all sections in the pipe can be found if we know the
conditions at the two ends.
Th i s treatment is of great value when studying p ipe networks
and compound pipes. For these studies the additional laws necessary
for solution of the conditions at the junctions and change-insection are :(1) Continuity of flow, i.e. sum of all volumes of flow
into a junct.i.on
is zero;

and

- 44 (2) pressures in all the branches at a junct ion
are equal.
1932 Schnyder

in his article (40) was the first, (using the graphica1

method) to allow for friction a10ng the pipe line.
curve below the velocity axis (i.e. the h

He drew a friction

= 1 axi.s), with ordinate _FV2,

(minus the friction head for the full pipe length, based on D'Arcy's
parabolic 1aw). Hls constructions started from and were reflected from
this line instead of from the horizontal line h = 1.
This is an approximate method of lumped friction, all of the
friction head being "Lunped" at the reservoir (upstream) end, and
is the graphical equivalent of Gibson's solution (35). Schnyder, in
this article, studied also the surges in compound pipes.
1933 Symposium. At the meeting of the ASME and ASCE during "Engineering
Week" at the Chicago Exposition several papers (41) were presented by
engineers from North and South America, and di.scuss i.ons by Engineers in
Europe also. A sunmary of the exi.s ting theory for simple pipe lines
was given. The papers presented were on high-head penstocks, compound
pipes, surge tanks and centrifugal pump installations, equipped with
air chambers and relief valves.
1935 Angus, R.W. presented a paper (42) covering the basic theory and
some applications of the graphical method, including the use of
"lumped" friction and the study of pump installations .
1937 Ju1y, August, Bergeron wrote a general paper (43) covering all
the theory of p1ane elastic waves in various media, longitudina1 bars,
vibrating strings, torsional osci11ations with and without
attendant masses and flywhee1s, e1ectric transmission lines and waterharmnerwi th "Lunped" friction. This was followed in 1938 by a paper

- 45 of a simiIar nature at the 5th International Congress of Applied

Mechanics .
1937 December. Second Water-Hamner Sympositun ASME, ASCE, and AWWA,
held at the annual meeting of the

ASME

in New York. Many papers were

prescntcd by Engineers from both America and Europe.
Allievi presented a paper in absentia on the use of Air Charrbe rs in
discharge lines (44). This was his last paper (translated by Halmos).
Angus

presented a paper on the effect of air chambers and valves in

pump discharge lines (45).
De Juhasz, K.J. presented a paper in Fuel Injection Systems (46).
This was very instructive, using the graphical method, with stereograms to illustrate the operat.i.on of the waves.
Knapp, F. presented a paper on emergency shut-off valves (47)
Knapp, R. T . presented a paper (48) in which he discussed the complete
characteristics of Centrifugal Pumps. This paper is similar to, but
in much more detail, than the earlier paper by Schnyder (38) and
indicates how the pump characteristics can be tied in with the surges
in the pipe 1ine.
Schnyder presented another paper comparing ca1culated and test resu1ts
·
on water- anmer
surges m" pump 1"mes (49) .
h

Strowgcr presented a paper (50) on water-hammer in a hydro-e1ectric
plant with governor-controlled re1ief va1ve, both with and without
a110wance for friction.
The writer presented a paper (51) using Heaviside's operationa1
calculus. Included was the analytica1 solution using a linearized
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friction term. The fundamerrtalcontinuity and dynamic equations were
developed, the former including for the first time the total
dP
oP + V } P
derivative

di

==

'Ot

dX

The friction term was expressed as
2f'(

gD
where

Vm is

.V2_-

the maximum velocity and

2.-f(

3D

kf

(k f V.)V
m

?

some suitable constant.

!he solution showed the velocity and pressure surges gradually died
down to the final steady state. It was found that-a dimensionless
quantity, called the friction modulus, was a criterion for similarity
of solutions throughout the field (i.e. for the simplified case of
linear friction and neglect of the

àV
V 1X

- the
and V"OP
l>)( tenns) and IS

only parameter required. This modulus is

z·fL
D
This symposium was very interesting and instructive due tp
the presence of most of the leading workers in the field. Louis
Bergeron was present and discussed almost all the papers as soon as
they were presented. He sat beside Pierre Danel, who translated the
papers for hifi,noted his comments and then delivered this discussion
to the meeting. This included the result of rapj.d·:gFB-ptlical
analyses.
Bergeron, in fact, stole the show.
1938 Ang~s presented a paper (S2) considering compound and branched
pi.pelines. He also studied breaches of the water column in pump
lines, and the effect of friction, suggesting, for greater accuracy,
dividing the pipe length into several sections and using "lumped"
friction in each section.

- 47 1940 Bou1der Canyon Project.
test resu1 ts of water-hammer
1944 Rich, G.R.

The report (53) compared theory with
surges in the penstocks .

presented a paper (54) in which he used the Lap1ace

transform, solving in particu1ar the case of friction using a
1inearized approximation,

and compound and branched pipe 1ines.

The

solution for the case of friction was in Besse1 functions and their
integra1s.

In cornparison, the use of the Heaviside

Calculus

lèads to cumbersome and sometimes very slowly convergent
The writer

(51)

series.

in 1951 wrote a paper (55) which was a general study of

the graphical method applied to e1astic surges in various media.
This was similar to the earlier general paper by Bergeron (43).

1953 Lupton, H.R. presented a paper (62) in which he studied
surges in pump discharge lines with reference to the separation of
the water column.
November 1955. Several papers were presented at the Diamond Jubilee
Annual meeting in Chicago, where the ASME, ASCE and AWWA all
participated, as in the earlier symposiums in 1933 and 1937. Two of
th~se papers dealt with pump discharge lines.
Richards, R.T. (63) compared theory with tests in several pump
discharge lines, with particular regard to the water-separation.

His

sirnp1estexarnple,involving a practically horizontal pipe line, showed
a theoretical surge of 4% in excess of the test surge, when the vacuous
space collapsed after the first separation, and the test showed
rapidly decreasing surges wi th time. The theory was based on Angus
and Bergeron.
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Kittredge, e.p. presented a more general paper (64) which covered
theoretical solutions for pt.1JJl>
discharge lines using the complete
pump characteristics,and cornparingthe solution for rigid and elastic
column theories. Reference is given here also to his earlier paper
us i ng rigid column theory in 1933.

He stated that the elastic column

thcory gave higher peak surges but that in cases where the friction
losses were considerable, the rigid column theory, neglecting
!

friction, could be expected to give solutions within a few per cent
of the test values.
While on this subject of water-column separation, the following
references are appropriate:
" 1959 (65) 1n
. connect10n
..
Du c, F . Publ i15hed
e an ar-t.i
art1c1e 1n
W1t h tests

on a transparent pipe 3300 feet long. He found that where gravity
could exer t its influence in steep sections of the Li.ne, there was
no visiblc cavity in the column even though there were present all
the signs of vacuum formation.
Sharp, B.B. is conducting some recent work of which the writer has
just become aware. He presented a paper in 1966 (66) in which he
discussed the effects of the separation of the water column.
The abstract of these papers on column separation shows that
more dctailed study is required, considering several significant
factors such as the profile and 1ength of the line. Special
Iuborutory tests are .i.ndi.cated and it appears that low pressure
ranges should be used in order to make visual observations in
conjunction with the regular surge instnnnentation. Due to Limited
space it seems necessary to use pipes of low modulus of elasticity
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and corresponding low wave velocity of the order of 100 to 500 ft/sec.
The problem of water-hammer in steam pipes is attracting more
attention and it is evident that it offers particular difficulties
for sol~tion due to the mixture of gas and liquid, i.e. the
interaction b~tween the steam and condensate.
Signor~

c.w.

and Ashrae, J. have written a recent article (67) on

tilismatter. Some of their conclusions are 1) removal of condensate, as soon as it forms ,
reduces surges,
2) water-hamrneroccurs when the condensate is
cooler than the steam, and
where the line is either horizontal or inclined
upward in the 'direction of flow.

OJAIYfER VI

DEVEIDPMENf SINCE 1955

1here have not been rnanyworkers, in this period, on
fundamental research of surges in pipe lines, due to the fact that
the theory has been weIl developed and approximations for the effect
of friction and other non-linear factors are reasonably accurate in
the field of hydro-electric and pumping plants, where the friction
losses are kept low and the pipes are rnetal. 1he need has been to
irnproveour knowledge of the interaction between the various hydraulic
devices (pumps, turbines, valves, etc.) and the pipe lines, i.e. the
need to irnprovcour knowledge of the boundary conditions of the pipe
line surges.
Any

rcfinement in the theory has been for cases of low

nodul i of elasticity in the pipe walls and high friction losses.

- 50 The addition of the non-linear terms

v

(J

V

ax

and

VlE
OX

in the fundamental equations precludes solution in neat closed
mathematica1 form,and the use of step-by-step arithmetic integration,
with finite differences,is necessary, and this has proved to be
arduous, time consuming and comp1icated in execution.
It was not unti1 the late 1950's that the electronic computer
became a possibIe tool for use in this field, and during the past
ten years tllishas become of great value in the development.
In the fOl1awing, which deals rnainlywith these non-linear
studies, the writer wishes to apologise for the 1ack of depth in
the record of work by other workers, particular1y outside North
America.

The work 0:H each researcher will be presented in turn and

in sufficient detail for the reader to appreciate the werk without
studying the literature first-hand.
I

•

Research by the wr i.ter. A paper was pnnted

(56) .
m January 1958 in

which surges in pipe lines and surge tanks were studied by the
graphical method , including non-linear friction. Using Bergeron 's
wave relations (39) for illustration, these were modified to the
form

5

"«: H R +-1
JR FVdx
Here the factor
tenn wiU

l
F== 2gDIV

=

I,using

.r

+- s.(VsVR).
9
D'Arcy's f, so that the friction

reverse in sign for a reversal in the directien of flow .

Al.so the "direct.ed"integral

signifies integration along the

pos i.tive ly directed wave, traveiling frorn P to Q. This takes
thc s ign of V and can be approximated by using the ave-rage value
I
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of FV along this wave, and multiplying by the distance dx = PQ.
In the calculation the value of
FOT

V~ is detennined by trial and error.

the negatively directed integral ~

from R to S, dx is

negative.
These interlocking equations were reduced to dimensionless
form,

using

h = ..Ji ;

modified s Iopes

Ho

V=

+ a Va

_5L

'Ic '

and the construction lines having the

9H~ .

For a.completely graphical solution the friction can be
I

included by sup~rposing curved lines above and below the inclined

aVo , the vert.i
'cal distance
construction Limes havi
avmg sIopes 0 f _+ --;;'1"0

between the two sets being equal to FV. This makes it possible to
v}
find the unknown condition S == Q without trial and error. However,
the constructions are time-consuming and it is fair to say that the
graphical method is most valuable for cases where friction is
neglected. In this study it was found desirabIe to use the graphical
solution as a basis for an analytical solution.

This gave greater

accuracy. Also by constructing a table on a position-tirnegrid it
was possible to pursue the solution up and down the pipe and on in
time by listing the appropriate forrnulaefor each operation. In fact
windows were cut in a stencil, for each operation, with suitable
factors written beside each window according to the operation forrnula.
In this way errors in calculation were rninirnizedand greater speed
attained. This use of a position-tirnegrid was used in later work
until the electronic computer carneinto use.
By the year 1961 computer programmes had been run for the
dUle~~ionless solutions including non-linear friction, using friction
modulus va.luesranging hetween

<p =

0 to 1.0 (see Ref. 5]), and

- 52 rejection of velocity at the gate (due to sudden gate closures)
of .25, .5, .75 and full.

This work was not published as it showed

close agreement with the earLi.erwerk (Ref. 51 and .56).
In the study of surges in pipes having a lew modulus of
el.ast i ci ty , such as rubber and plastic, the non-linear tenns V ~~
and

V Ox
dP

must be considered. For metal pipes (steel, copper,

etc.) these terms have a relative importance to the time-derivative
terms with which they are associated of

VV'

a+

and for wave

propagation velocities in metal pipes of the order of 3000 ft/sec.,
this relative importance is of the order of one tenth of a percent.
For non-metallic pipes, however, the wave velocity may be of the
I

order of 50 ft/sec,
.

i

50
,

that these non-linear tenns have a relative

importance of the order of ten percent.
Several difficulties arose, during the progress of this
research, of a fundamental nature. To enumerate, these were:
(1)

The cross-sectional area varied appreciably under
varying pressure due to the low modulus of
elasticity of the pipe walls.

Even for steady flow

in a horizontal pipe, the pressure drop due to
friction losses affected the area and velocity.
Similarly the profile had to be taken into account.
(2)

lktcnnination of the ftiction coefficient (e.g.
lJ'Arcy's

f) was difficult to obtain by test and the

variation in area artdvelocity during steady flow
runs required special treatment and programming.
All equations and development had to be based on
the conditions at the entrance under steady flow,

/
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designated by the subscript zero.
(3) Determination of the modulus of elasticity was
irnpossibleby using the standard laboratory tests
in tension or otherwise. For rubber hose thi.s
is partly due to the method of manufacture - by
vulcanizing a strip of rubber in a spiral - so
that the cross-section is not isotropic.

For

plastic hose, this is partly due to the effect of
temperature and ageing on its properties.

The

solution of this difficulty was found by obtaining
a volumetrie strain in the hose under varying
pressure, and when possible this was done with the
hese in place ready for the surge tests. Thus the
equivalent bulk modulus, water and pipe combined,
was determined by the formula

K(l

==

Q ~:

.

(4) Entrance Loss was found to be significant.

Thus the

pressure drop at entrance is due to the increase
in kinetic energy and friction loss, and is of the
order of
velocity

V/modulus ç
'·5

2.g

feet. In te rms of the
this is equal to

he -= 175 ç;

,

(5) To consider the effect of the profile it was necessary
to express the drop in e Ieva tion in terms of the
friction modulus. Thus for a uniform slope giving a
total drop of ·S

Hf' this drop in elevation cou1d be

expressed by the dimensionless quanti ty ·5 4>

.

- S4 -

(6) The slopes of the characteristics

vary

considerably for sma11 a.
These studies were conpIeted and an abridged edition of the
results was published (Si) in 1966. This article is unsatisfactory
for a detailed study and a later, more complete, report was
published (58) in January 1969. The details of this study will not
be discussed further. To give the reader a general idea of the
extent of the study, the ft.DTKlamental
equations are given in the
List of Symbols and Figures 6 to la indicate the development and
findings. It has been shown that the whole field of Surges in pipe
lines can be standardized to depend on two parameters only, viz. the
friction modulus ~ and the velocity or elastic modulus ~.
Figure 6

shows the pipe element in developing
the theory.

Figure 7

indicates the scheme of computer
s01ution (the x-t grid).

Figure 8 - gives the pressures at gate, sudden
closure,
Figure 9

1J = ·2 to ·B j ç := 0

7,

iS .

gives gate conditions under steady
f Iow, ~

==

,05 10 ·25

Figure 10 - gives theoretical and test results
for surges in rubber hose.
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Figure 8.
Pressure at Gate, Sudden Fu11 C10surej ~ = 0 and .15
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Figure

9.

Pressure and Veloeities at Gate for Steady Flow
<p = .2 to 1. 0 and z; = .05 to .25
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Figure 10.
Rubber Hose Selutions
Legend
Test Results, Closure
Theoretical SeIn. for
Theoretical SeIn. for
Theoretical Soln. for
Theoretical Soln. for
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Research by V.L. Streeter
A paper was presented by Streeter and Lai (59) in 1962 which
was the first published study using computer methods, necessary
because of the non-linearity of several terms in the wave equations.

. Irrtoaccount
.
Taking
the V"óV
-ç-- and
.

oX

of propagation having velocitics

+a

V -:;:óP
uX

V+ a ,

I
tenns resulted
in (waves

i.e. the velocities are

with respect to the moving fluid. They showed that the accuracy

of the calculations increases with the reduction of the grid size,
r .e , the reduction of 6X

and

.6.t, and this was incorporated

into the programmes to give the true values of the solutions by
extrapolation, the error varying as the square of the grid size.
(In the writer's prograrnmes (58) he found that even in the case of
i

discontinuities, as for sudden gate closures, the successive
correctio~s for each 50% reduction in grid dimension were also
reduced hy 45 to 55%). The programme is set up to solve for both
turbulent and laminar flow and solutions were fdund for both sudden
and gradual gate closure. They assumed, regarding the elemental
grid, that the slopes of the characteristics C+ C_ were constant
within the grid. The writer was unabLe to use this assumption for
his cases of low elastic moduli and low wave velocity. A greater
discreparrcybetween their tests and theory occurred in the case of
laminar flow,which they considered as probably due to the assumption
of constant velocity across the section . Unforttmately the
'(;V

charactcristics of the copper pipe used in the tests made the V 'bx
and

V~p
OX

terms significant only to the order of 0.001, so that

the discrepancy between theory and test was not affected by their
inclusion.

- 60 In 1964 and 1966 Streeter presented papers (60,61) in which
he trcated a wide variety of applications,
with non-linear

friction.

He neglected

using computer programmes

the non-linear velocity

and

pressure terms as his study was confined to rneta1 pipes.
Amongst the problems considered
(1)

in detail were -

compound and parallel pipes and general networks,

(2) pump fai1ures using dimension1ess

homologous

complete pump data linked wi th the pipe
characterics,
and
(3)

resonanee studies and valve operations to control
the surges.

This is a very complete treatment

showing the applications

of computer methods to

pipe systems of all types.

Supplementary Remarks
With the use of electronic computers there is 1ess or no
need to use approximations for the operations of the various parts
of hydraulic systerns. In the past, such approximations were used
to make availablc the mathematical tools for proceeding with the
solution~

In general our mathematical tools cannot solve non-linear

problerns in a closed form. Since practically all of our physical
laws are non-linear, we are forced to use finite difference rnethods,
with smaller differences for greater accuracy. The resulting
increase in the calculations is now no deterrent to the use of smaller
differences because of the speed of operation of the computer.
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Thus in future we should search for accuracy in stating our
physical laws of operation of each hydraulic element. If these laws
do not fit into some mathematical pattern, or approximately so, they
may be expressed in either graphical or tabulated form, which can be
fed into the computer.
In tllecase of hydraulic turbine and pump characteristics,
it is doubtful if individuals or independent research teams (such as
university research programrnes)can cope with this objective.

It will

most probably be undertaken by the manufacturers, who wil! deterrnine
with greater accuracy the characteristics of tlleirproducts as the
need arises for greater refinement in design.
Complete characteristics of centrifugal pumps have been
used in relati.on with surges in pump pipe lines. This does not appear
to have been done for turbines. For these latter , we need in our
complete analysis the performance (i.e. discharge, efficiency and
horsepower) for a range of head and R.P.M. at each of a series of
gate positions.
There are still some features of surges in simple pipe lines
which require more refinement. One is the effect of acceleration
and deceleration on frictional resistance, for both turbulent and
larninarflow. Some theoretical studies have been made on this topic,
but the main difficulty is in developing accurate experimental
prograrnl1les
to vindicate the theory.
A second matter is that of the rupture of the water column
when the pressure is reduced to the vapour pressure. Here again
there is need for a broad experimental prograrnrne.
A third matter is the determination of the laws governing

- 62 -

the reflection of the surges at the pipe boundaries. ConsiderabIe
study has been made on the operation of gates and valves , and thi.s
problem appears to be in good progress.

In the case of the

operation of hydraulic turbines and pl.D11ps,
their complete
characteristics should include the effect of any gates and valves
present tinthe installation.
A fourth matter is the study of surges for laminar flow.
For those who wish to pursue the subject in more detail,
particularly in any specialized branch, there are many bibliographies
in the ref~rences. In addition there are several text books of
recent date, such as those by Parmakian (68), Rich (69), and
Streeter and Wylie (70)
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NOTATION AND SYMBOLS

A

= Cross-sectiona1 area

a

= Velocity of pressure wave propagation =

b

= Thickness of pipe walls

j 9 Kt./ '(

are the characteristic curves at slopes

C+ , C

D

= inner pipe diameter

E

=

e

= strain in the pipe material

F

=

f

= friction coefficient, D'Arcy.

g

= acceleration due to gravity

H

= Pressure
head = P/ '(
.

dx

.=.

dt

V+a

Young's Modulus of Elasticity for the pipe material

2.;D lvi,

D'Arcy,

or in general

i9 .

=

1~(v)1

2

Hf

.= friction head Ioss =.f DL .

Hfo

= rotal friction head 10ss for length L with constant V oD 0

Hr

=

K

= Volume modulus for the fluid

K

= Volume modulus for pipe walls and f1uid combined

K

= Volume modulus for pipe walls alone

L

= Pipe length

n

= Ntunberof equal pipe segments

P

= Pressure

Q

= Volume

r

= Pipe radius

t

= time

u

= displacement from equilibrium position x

V

= velocity

e

p

a;;O~pressure

D'Arcy

head rise for velocity rejection

Vo

x

= distance along pipe from intake or equilibrium position

Y

=

i

= weight density of liquid

~~

. d
= perlo

e

= inclinati~n of pipe to horizontal

vertical distance of section below intake

f wave

0

2L
= ia

Dimensionless ~tities
h

= H/H o for graphical treatment

H

= H/Hr for analytical treatment (non-linear study)

v

=.Y_iy:l
Vo

Hl'
= Friction Modulus =

Hf.o

1(;-

= Velocity Modulus =

V/a,

=

Vola
I
(Mach. Number)

2 Do

=

fL
Interlocking equations
~V _

YX" - ~p
-

~
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